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After Captain Tolvern and the sentinel battle station fight off a ferocious Apex assault, Admiral
Drake sends her into Hroom territory to repair the wounded HMS Blackbeard and collect a fleet of
Hroom warships.While Drake probes the deep void searching for the main enemy force, Tolvern
and the Hroom spaceyards are assaulted by a massive Apex battleship that intends to harvest
Hroom and human alike for its bloody rituals.
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Definitely not going to look at birds as cute little warblers after reading the latest book in the Sentinel
Trilogy - ewww, those Apex birds are most definitely a horrible, scary enemy. Dragon Quadrant
keeps up the suspenseful action as Admiral James Drake, together with his fleet, link up with
Tolvern and Blackbeard at Sentinel 3. Drake's reunion with Tolvern is brief as the latter is sent back
to Samborondon for repairs to Blackbeard and Drake takes his fleet to the Singapore system at the
behest of the crew of Sentinel 3 in order to fight the Apex and possibly save the remaining

Singaporeans. However, not all goes according to plan and Drake and Tolvern finding themselves
fighting Apex ships and trying to figure out what the 'buzzards' are up. Man might have been the
apex predator on Earth but out in the wider universe, it is looking more likely they are about to be
swallowed up by even more deadly predatory species. Can Apex be defeated? Well, start by
reading the first book, read the second and when it comes out in August, the third. After reading
Dragon Quadrant, I have to say that I absolutely have my fingers and toes crossed that our heroes
are going to pull off a victory against the Apex. Overall, Dragon Quadrant kept up the tense action
from beginning to end and I have to say I wish that book 3 was out all ready and that I didn't have to
wait until next month to read the conclusion. Just as a side-bar: not going to look at toads in the
same light after reading about Samborondon's version of one - double ewwww.

I would recommend this to anyone who liked Star Wars. The story was exciting and kept me
wanting to find out what happened next. It seemed far-fetched but so was Dick Tracey's watch in
time past.I didn't like being kept on the edge twice until I got the other book. Prefer to read the
complete story in one book. On to the next!

I read all three books, the villain is a bird species, which threw me off, to be honest. I really liked the
human characters (does that make me a racist?) and their development. I like the general flow of
the story line overall and it's worth the read.Honestly, when the focus on the human crew and it's
actions I'm really into but the egg laying birds -- i wasn't much for

This continuation of the trilogy makes me want to speed my way into the third book. I found that I
will have to exercise patience awaiting the availability of the new book. The story in book two
continues with excitement and wonder as to what the eventual conclusions will be. I look forward to
book three.

I enjoyed the original Blackbeard book and finished the first two books in this series and am about to
get the third. I still have trouble getting my mind around birds building spaceships but other than that
i have no complaints.

Giving the bird to the author for more of his great writing style , for those who haven't read the book
or series my tongue is firmly in cheek claps and praise for another entertaining episode. I think k it
was too short

The banality of Book 1 is continued and expanded in Book 2. It's a poorly written, poorly conceived,
immature, and talentless effort. The storyline is below comic book level-it is inanely moronic. The
dialogue of characters is middle school level, and apparently ADS inflicted, as there is needless,
constant repetition. The characters are not only shallow, one dimensional shells, they are just plain
stupid. After "jumping" through space at FTL, the crew is constantly puking: on the floor, in their
consoles, on themselves. It's a chronic issue, but NO ONE thinks of maybe putting some buckets
around or airsickness bags before the "jump!" Nah, they just stew in puke and call for the ship's
maintenance crew.The lead character waxes poetically about duct tape, band aids, chewing gum,
and super glue holding her vessel together. As the author sets the eBook centuries in the future, it
illustrates his lack of total writing talent. As this the second (and last!) eBook that this reviewer has
read of the author, it can only be concluded that he is a incompetent hack.The eBook is NOT
recommended.

Don't bother reading this book if you hoped for anything other than a predictable story with a
one-dimensional enemy and absolutely no interesting or redeeming characteristics about the
original crew of singaporeans other than their sniveling incompetency.
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